Readings for Theory III
Drs. Martin Blum and Jonathan Easton

Class 1

No assigned reading. There is a one-page Course Objectives document on the CD.

Class 2

1) Class handout, on CD.

2) Selections from The Interpretation of Dreams: Irma’s Injection, The Botanical Monograph, “Non Vixit” and Self-Dissection. On CD as “Readings from Interp of Dreams.rtf.”

Optional Reading:


Class 3

1) Class handout, on CD.

Optional Reading:


Class 4

1) Class handout, on CD.


Optional Reading:

Reich A: A contribution to the psychoanalysis of extreme submissiveness in women. Psychoanal Quart, 1940; 9:470-480.


Class 5

1) Class handout, on CD.


Class 6

1) Class handout, on CD.

Class 7

1) Class handout, on CD.


Class 8

1) Class handout, on CD.

**Class 9**

1) Class handout, on CD.

2) Freud S (1921): *Group Formation and the Analysis of the Ego*. SE 18: 65-144. (There may be some reduction in the number of pages assigned).

**Class 10**

1) Class handout, on CD.


Highly recommended optional reading: